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Choosing a Nominee for the Continuing
Professional Development Requirement
Who Should Read this Bulletin
British Columbia’s enhanced licensing system primarily applies to general contractors building
single-family homes and small residential buildings in B.C. under Part 9 of the BC Building Code.
The requirement for choosing a nominee applies to all residential builder licence applicants
identified as general contractors, including licensees renewing their licence.

Overview
HPO licences are issued to a residential construction company, however, Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) must be taken by an individual. Therefore, it is necessary for each licensed
company to identify who will be meeting the CPD requirements on its behalf. That individual must
meet all of the CPD requirements. CPD credits may not be submitted by more than one nominee.
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Who can be a nominee?
A nominee must be an individual who is listed as a person in control of the company. Such persons
may be:

·
·
·
·

The owner of a sole proprietorship
A partner
A director or officer of a corporation, or
A senior manager employee responsible for construction for the company

In the case of a sole proprietorship the choice is likely clear since the owner may be the only person
in control of the company and therefore must take the CPD. However, in structures such as
partnerships or corporations there are a variety of choices.
The most common instance would be in the case of a corporate partnership where one of the partners
elects to take the CPD. In this case the partner who is selected as the nominee must be one of the
partners listed on the licence.
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In some companies choosing an employee to be the nominee makes the most sense. In a large
company the construction manager might be the logical choice. However, even in smaller companies
an employee construction manager might be selected. In the case of a family owned business, for
example, a next generation member, who is an employee and not a partner, might be the best choice
for nominee, to develop the knowledge and skill gained through CPD.
This person could be a construction manager or VP of construction, project manager or a site
superintendent. The Homeowner Protection Act Regulation calls for an employee nominee to be:
an employee or manager of the applicant or the residential builder licence holder who is responsible for
managing, arranging for, or performing, or causing to be performed, all or substantially all of the
construction of a new home.
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In other words, to qualify as a nominee, the employee must be such an integral part of the company’s
operations that, if they ran the company as a single individual, they would require their own
residential builder’s licence. This is what it means to say “responsible for… all or substantially all of
the construction of a new home.”
A further criterion is that the nominee must be a full time ongoing employee of the company. The
nominee cannot be a contractor working for the company.
Paperwork verifying that the employee is, in fact, a continuing employee of the licensee and that the
nominee was responsible for construction during the licence period must be kept for at least three years.

Does it have to be the same nominee every year?
Companies can use the CPD requirement as part of their human resource planning and staff
development. It is not a requirement of the licence application that the nominee be the same person
each year, as long as the other criteria for being a nominee are met.
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How does an applicant provide notification of nominee selection?
When completing the licence application or licence renewal application, the applicant must choose
their nominee from the list of persons in control of the company.

Can you change nominees during the licence period?
In certain circumstances it may become necessary to replace the initial nominee with another
nominee during the term of the licence. Should that occur the company should immediately make a
change to their licence replacing the nominee with the new one. Should the new nominee also be
a new person in control of the company, a licence amendment must be completed to add the new
person to the licence and select the new nominee. Both of these filings can be done online through
the Builder Portal. There is no fee required to change a nominee during the licence term, however
there is a fee of $100 for an amendment required to add a new person in control to the licence.

How to plan for a possible change in nominee?
The earning of the full CPD credits by a single nominee is a requirement for a successful renewal of
a Residential Builder Licence. Whether using a partner of the company or electing an employee as a
nominee, prudent management would suggest that the company have an alternate plan in case the
nominee is unable to earn the required number of CPD points. In most cases it is advisable for the
company to identify a second person who is also participating in the gathering of CPD points. This
has the ancillary benefit of expanding the knowledge and skill base of the company.
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Can one nominee cover more than one licence?
Many residential construction companies hold an individual licence for each residential building
project, so they may hold multiple HPO licences at one time. It is possible for a company with
multiple licences to elect to have a single nominee’s CPD activities be applied to each licence. Where
CPD occurs during an overlap between the licences the CPD may be used as credit for both licences.
The following rules apply:

·

For each licence the nominee must complete a full CPD program within the start and end date of
that licence.

·

CPD points earned for one licence prior to the start date of a subsequent licence can’t be applied
to any subsequent licence.

·

CPD points earned for a subsequent licence, after the expiry date of an earlier licence, can’t be
applied retroactively to that earlier licence.

A company holding multiple licences will have a unique start and end date for each licence. The
effect of electing a single nominee in a company with multiples licences will be that the nominee will
need to record the CPD earned for each of the licences and may need to earn more than the required
40 points in a single year in order to satisfy the CPD requirements of each individual licence. Prior to
each licence renewal the nominee must have logged the required 40 points.

Can a nominee take their CPD points to another company?
The CPD points earned by a nominee in one company cannot be transferred to another unrelated
company if the nominee transfers.

What if a nominee is unable to complete CPD?
If a nominee is unable to complete their CPD Program, and there is no alternate nominee who has
successfully completed the CPD program, the company has failed to meet the requirements for
licence renewal. In this case the company should immediately contact the HPO office to inform them
of the situation. The HPO Registrar will deal with each situation on a case by case basis.
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